Experience
Working Holiday Visa in Australia, January 2019 - January 2020.
Style Network International - Marseille, France - Fashion Designer - May to
November 2018, Expert in distribution, marketing of brands in the world of
clothing, leather goods and footwear.
- Competitive intelligence, trends analysis: creation of moonboards.
- Selection of fabrics and supplies.
- Designing the new collection using
CAD.
- Updating hand tags and labels.
- Follow samples: measuring process, quality control, fittings and comments.
- Organization of shoots for the e-shop : creation of outfits.
- Exhibition of the collection in trade show in Paris: Who’s Next SS 18.

Née le 17 août 1992
à Angers, France
Nationalité Française
Réside à Roquevaire, France
06.13.85.00.47
Romaine.chapet@gmail.com

About Me
I consider myself as open minded
woman with the envy to improve
myself everyday by learning
and sharing knowledge with
professionals around me.
Reliable, Creative, I have good spirit
and a good adaptability in a work
team.

Just Over The Top - Paris, France - Fashion Designer Assistant - September
2016 to May 2018, Company specialized in the sector of the wholesale trade of
clothing and footwear.
-Trends analysis, creation of moon boards.
- Selection of fabrics and supplies at Première Vision, Paris.
- Elaboration of color card, technical files and the collection with the Head of
Design. -Contact with suppliers and factories, making orders and managing
imports/exports.
- Reception of models: measuring process, quality control, fittings and
modifications.
- Organization of shoots: creation of outfits, one shoot by brand and by season.
- Designing the new collection using CAD, realize the technical book for
buyers.
- Exhibition of new collection in trade show in Paris: Who’s Next FW/SS 17,
FW 18».
Feature - length movie «Si Tu Voyais Son Cœur» by Joan Chemla - Paris Costume Designer Assistant - February to April 2016.
Jayko - Sausset-les-Pins, France - Pattern Maker Assistant - November 2015
to February 2016.
13 à l’Aise - Marseille, France - Graphic Design Internship - July 2015.
Mimmo Carabetta Stylisme - Marseille, France - Fashion Design
Internship – Marseille, France - July to August 2014.

Education
Hobbies
Nature, sport, music, travels,
litterature, handmade
creation.

Institut Internationnal de Création et de Coupe: Private Shcool in Fashion Design
Marseille, France - From 2012 to 2015, Majored in June 2015.
Baccalaureate specializing in Humanities with dance option, High School Joliot
Curie - Aubagne, France - From 2007 to 2011.

Skills
Divers
Driving License obtained in
September 2013.
Languages: French (Mother Tongue),
English (Fluent), Italian (Fluent).

- Extensive product knowledge within textiles.
- A natural interest and understanding of the latest trends.
- Design with Adobe Creative suite: Photoshop, illustrator, inDesign.
- Persuasive Speaking Skills.
- Taking responsibility.
- Visual Merchandising.
- Costume Design & dresser skills (catwalks, theatre and cinema).
- Sewing by hand, machine, embroidery.
- Clothing molding & cutting template.
- Adaptability, Patience, Ability to use positive language, Self Control.

